Abstract Nonparametric topic models such as hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP) have been attracting more and more attentions for multimedia data analysis. However, the existing models for multimedia data are unsupervised ones that purely cluster semantically or characteristically related features into a specific latent topic without considering side information such as class information. In this paper, we present a novel supervised sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Sup-SSC-HDP) model for multi-class video classification, where the empirical topic frequencies learned from multimodal video data are modeled as a predictor of video class. Qualitative and quantitative assessments demonstrate the effectiveness of Sup-SSC-HDP.
Introduction
In the field of statistics and machine learning, there is a type of statistical model, called Bayesian model, that assumes a prior distribution for the unknown parameters to be estimated via Bayesian inference method. A Bayesian nonparametric model is a Bayesian model on an infinite-dimensional parameter space, where the parameter space is typically chosen as the set of all possible solutions for a given learning problem 15) . Through
Bayesian modeling methods, a number of general machine learning problems can be effectively tackled, such as regression, clustering, classification, latent variable modeling, sequential modeling. One of the popular instances of Bayesian modeling methods is Bayesian topic modeling method, which can mine latent topics occurring in a collection of documents by using Bayesian inference. Topic models were originally used for solving text mining problems, which assume that documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words. Generally, Bayesian topic models can be divided into two fundamental types: Bayesian parametric topic model such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
2)6) , and Bayesian nonparametric topic model such as hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP) 18)19) . The major difference between these two type of topic models is that the number of the topics is required to be manually set beforehand dur-ing the inference phase in Bayesian parametric topic models, while the number of the topics can be automatically estimated when using Bayesian nonparametric topic models to infer the latent topics. On this point, HDP and Bayesian nonparametric topic models are more flexible and effective than LDA and Bayesian parametric topic models. Many researchers have tried to extend HDP models to numerous specific and complex applications. One of the most popular applications is multimedia data analysis. Unlike text data, multimedia data have their own peculiarities, such as time dependency for sequential data and data multimodality, which need to be properly taken into consideration when modeling such data. Ren et al. 16) , Kuettel et al. 8) and Xue et al. 20) presented three different solutions to handle the time dependency issue on multimedia data by linking local measures within the HDP conditioned on the Markovian assumption.
On the other hand, inspired by previous studies 1) 5) on multimodal data modeling issue with LDA, a sequential correspondence HDP (Seq-cHDP) 20) model and a sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Seq-SymcHDP) 21) model have been proposed for video data analysis, whose incorporated correspondence mechanism can simultaneously handle both visual words and speech words drawn from videos, and make them share the same mixture of latent topics in a unified model. However, all the above models are unsupervised ones, which cluster semantically or characteristically related features into a specific latent topic, such a topic is hard to interpret or map to a real class. In this paper, we thus seek a supervised learning method for multi-class video classification. Regarding the previous studies, Blei et al. 13) firstly proposed a supervised topic model (sLDA)
to regard document-level numerical rating as a regression response. Lacoste-Julien et al. 21) , inspired by sHDP 3) , and (2) we explore the effectiveness of this model for video data, which is considered as sequential multimodal data, by evaluating the performance in the task of multi-class video classification. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives our preliminary work such as on sequen- * This work is extended from our previous work presented in 2018 ACM International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval 22) .
tial HDP. Section 3 firstly proposes a supervised model based on unimodal Seq-HDP, and in an extension of the supervised Seq-HDP, it proposes a supervised sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Sup-SSC-HDP) model for multi-class video classification. Section 4 specifies inference method and video class prediction for Sup-SSC-HDP. Section 5 demonstrates experimental evaluations. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Preliminary Work
A three-layer sequential HDP (Seq-HDP) 20) model was proposed for handling the time dependencies between neighboring video frames within a video. Here, we give a brief review to show the structure of Seq-HDP and how Seq-HDP generates data samples in an unsupervised manner.
In this three-layer Seq-HDP model, we define three different probability measures G, G 
is a concentration parameter, and w f j−1 is the transfer weight mentioned above.
• Step 4: Each data sample x fji in the j-th frame of the f -th video is drawn from x fji ∼ F (x|θ fji ), where F (·|θ fji ) indicates a conditional probability distribution conditioned on a component density θ fji , i is the index the number of data samples (words) in the j-th frame of the l-th data type within the f -th video R the total number of classes of the data sample, and θ fji is directly drawn from the local measure G f j . To make the model more understandable and applicable, it is reformulated with a stick-breaking construction (SBC) method as shown in Fig. 1 , where measures extracted from a DP can be expressed by using independent sequences of i.i.d. random variables. We respectively use component weight variables ν, β f , and π f j to construct corresponding measures in the different layers of Seq-HDP, the process is described as:
where each component weight vector comprises an infinite number of corresponding component weights, i.e.,
Following the hierarchical structure in Seq-HDP, we can successively draw these component weight variables with:
where GEM represents a GEM process, which is formed by such a process:
Note that the generation of π 
Then, for each data sample, we directly draw z fji from π f jk . The data sample x fji is generated conditioned on the sampled z fji and φ k . In the case of a real application, z fji can be considered to be a sampled latent topic, and x fji is a generated word.
Supervised Methods

1 Supervised Sequential HDP
Although latent topics learned with unsupervised topic models are adequately expressive, they are not appropriate for a classification task, since the observed class information for each document is not exploited during training. Supervised topic models can overcome such problems by jointly learning topics and their regression coefficients for the document responses. In this section, we present a novel supervised method for Seq-HDP based on the SBC structure.
To model the relationship between covariates and response, a generalized linear model (GLM) is widely used, which is still available even if the covariates and the response are non-linearly related or the response is not based on a Gaussian assumption. For the supervised Seq-HDP model, we thus use GLM to model the relationship between the empirical (relative) frequencies of the topics in the f -th video z f and the video response y f , where
and z fji denotes a K-dimensional indicator vector of which only one element equals to one, whose index corresponds to the topic z fji , and all other elements equal to zero. Now, we define a linear predictor = η z f , η denotes regression coefficients corresponding to the empirical frequencies of the topics z f , and we consider that the video response y f obeys an exponential family distribution. Then, a canonical link function g −1 (·) is used to relate to the mean
A simplified graphical model representation of the SBC of supervised Seq-HDP is depicted in Fig. 2 . Its generative process is as follows. 
, where ExpF am is a distribution from the exponential family, and is the dispersion parameter of the distribution. For GLM, the distribution of response can have different specific forms due to the different applications, such as Gaussian, Bernoulli or multinomial. Here, we focus on multi-class video classification and thus model y f as being distributed according to a multinomial distribution (the number of trials n = 1), and y f ∈ {1, 2, ..., R}, where R is the total number of classes. Because of GLM, we express this distribution with an exponential family representation:
where η is an R × K(∞) regression coefficient matrix, and η c is a coefficient vector extracted from the c-th row of η. Note that this multi-class supervised learning process is also known as softmax regression.
2 Multimodality Modeling on Supervised
Seq-HDP Unlike unimodal data such as text data, video data have more complex data components, which are generally enriched with image and speech information, and therefore, video can be deemed as a type of multi-modal data. To handle such data, Xue et al. 20) proposed a sequential correspondence HDP (Seq-cHDP) model, whose correspondence mechanism models the multimodal data by establishing a unidirectional dependency among them. However, the major drawback of Seq-cHDP is that the pivot data type (modality) needs to be manually predefined. To make the correspondence mechanism more flexible, Xue et al. 21) later proposed a sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Seq-SymcHDP, where the pivot data type among multimodal data is spontaneously selected by using a pivot flag generator when generating each topic. We incorporate this symmetric correspondence mechanism into the supervised Seq-HDP framework, and then devise a novel supervised sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Sup-SSC-HDP) model for multi-class video classification. Note that data in each modality of videos need to be converted into independent characteristic words according to the generative process of Sup-SSC-HDP, which will be specified in Section 5. 1. A simplified graphical model representation of Sup-SSC-HDP is shown in Fig. 3 , where we use l to represent the index of the data type (modality), and l ∈ {1, ..., L}, and N (l) fj is the total count for the words of data type l in frame j of video f , and all the {φ
drawn from H share the same K(∞) topics. The notations are summarized in Table 1 . The detailed generative process of Sup-SSC-HDP is as follows. • Step 3-a: For each word of data type l in frame j of video f , draw a pivot flag s
).
• Step 3-c: Conditioned on sampled z
• Step 4: For each video, draw a video class y f from a distribution P (y f |η, z f ).
Here, Dir(λ) indicates a Dirichlet distribution with a
k . η is the regression coefficient, and z f ) is the empirical frequencies of the topics within video f .
In this method, the way of generating the topic is chosen using a sampled pivot flag, which determines the current pivot data type. To be specific, for the word x
fji with data type l, if its sampled pivot flag points to the same data type (i.e., s (l) fji = l), its topic assignment will be independent from other topic assignments and only associated with π f j . However, if its sampled pivot flag points to the other data type h (i.e., s
, its topic will be drawn from a uniform distribution, which is parameterized with all the topics assigned toÑ fj represents the number of words to which the topics have already been assigned in the current step, resulting thatÑ
fj . Through this method, the generative processes for different multimodal data can be modeled in a symmetric way, and the dependencies among all the multimodal data can be appropriately taken into account.
3 Alternative Models
We further give two other alternative models that are simplified from our supervised sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Sup-SSC-HDP) model for the same task of multi-class video classification. One is a supervised version of the sequential correspondence HDP (Seq-cHDP) 20) . As you can see in its graphical model representation in Fig. 4 , this model first generates topics for one data type (e.g., images), which is referred to as a
... pivot data type. For the other data types (e.g., speech), the model then uses the topics that were already generated in the pivot data type. In a multimodal setting, the pivot data type can be any data type but should be permanently fixed in advance. The detailed generative process of the supervised version of Seq-cHDP (Sup-Seq-cHDP) is described as follows.
• ).
• Step 3: Conditioned on sampled z
The other is a supervised version of the sequential conditionally-independence HDP (Seq-CI-HDP), which was inspired from conditionally-independence LDA 4)14) .
As can be seen in its graphical model representation in Fig. 5 , the topic assignment is independent from other topic assignments but only conditioned by π • Step 3: Conditioned on sampled z
Inference and Class Prediction
1 Posterior Representation
Based on posterior representation sampler 17) , we provide an inference scheme for inferring the Sup-SSC-HDP.
a) Sampling Component Weight Variables
Because of the posterior representation sampler 17) , every original infinite component weight vector is reformulated with a new augmentable finite vector that consists of K(∞) components and a promising component u. Below, we give the new representation of ν and its sampling procedure:
where a new variable M f k used for sampling ν denotes the metatable counts in the Chinese restaurant franchise (CRF) 18) process of three-layer HDP, which is ex-plained in the previous work 20) .
Similarly, β f can be represented and sampled using: 
where C (l) fjlk denotes the counts for the word with data type l in frame j of video f possessing the pivot flag with the same data type l when the sampled topic is k, and C 
Similarly, M f k can be sampled with:
where we can obtain T
c) Sampling Topics and Pivot Flags for Words
In Sup-SSC-HDP, a full conditional joint likelihood is derived for sampling both the topic z (l) fji and pivot flag s (l) fji for each word.
We describe these expanded likelihoods in the following. P (s (l) fji = h|λ) denotes the pivot flag likelihood, which is formulated as:
where C fjh denotes the counts for the pivot flag pointing to data type h over all the multimodal data in frame j of video f , and the superscript '−fjli' indicates when x
fji is removed from the data.
fj is a vector that records all the topic assignments for the words of data type h in frame j of video f , and n (h) fjk is the count for the assigned topic k in the same domain.
k ) denotes the conditional word likelihood, if the topic k is previously used, as follows:
If k is a newborn topic, the likelihood is 1/V (l) , where
is the index of words in terms of the vocabulary in data type l, n kv (l) is the counts for the word v (l) assigned to topic k, V (l) is the vocabulary size of data type l, τ is a hyperparameter for a Dirichlet distribution, and H = Dir(τ ). P (y fj |z (l) fji = k, η) denotes the conditional class likelihood, which is formulated by:
3 Softmax Regression and Class Prediction
During the training period, the regression coefficients η need to be updated for each iteration (or a number of iterations) of CGS. As we mentioned in Section 3. 1, this can be considered a softmax regression problem because of the multi-class video classification task.
Based on the learned z f and observed y f for each video, the cost function is expressed as:
where F is the total number of videos, 1{·} is an indicator function that takes on a value of 1 if its argument is true. P (y f = r|η, z f ) is the class probability defined in Eq. (3). Note that we add a weight decay term ε 2 R r=1 η r η r in this cost function to make J(η) strictly convex, and ε > 0. To minimize the J(η), we use a gradient descent algorithm and then find the optimized η. The gradient for each η r is expressed as follows.
During testing, the empirical frequencies of topics z f for each video are computed over a number of iterations. We average these z f , and obtain E[z f ]. Based on the E[z f ] and the η learned from training, we predict a class c f for each test video as follows.
5. Experimentations
1 Experimental Setup
We conducted the experiments on the video dataset provided by MediaEval-2011 Genre Tagging Task 10) (MEGTT), where two types of data were drawn from videos. For each video, a sequence of key frames was extracted as image data, meanwhile a number of speech transcript words considered to be speech data were allocated to each key frame via an automatic speech recognition (ASR) 10) . Because of the topic models, these image data and speech data need to be processed to independent visual words and speech words, respectively. For each key frame image within each video, we first computed its SIFT descriptor 11) for every 10 × 10 pixel grid conditioning in which the patch size is randomly sampled between scales of 10 to 30 pixels. Then, we clustered all the extracted SIFT descriptors over all the videos into V types of visual words (i.e., visual words with vocabulary size V ) via a k-means method. For the speech transcript, we removed standard stop words and rare words (which appeared in less than five videos) and consider the rest of the general words to be speech words. The details of the experimental dataset is summarized in Table 2 .
To evaluate the performance of Sup-SSC-HDP, we first compared it with its unsupervised version: sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Seq-Sym-cHDP). We then experimented with supervised versions of three different multimodal topic models: the sequential correspondence HDP (Seq-cHDP), sequential conditionally independent HDP (Seq-CI-HDP), and symmetric correspondence HDP (Sym-cHDP), as briefly described in Sections 3. 3 and 5. 3. For the initializations on these topic models, the hyperparameters ξ, γ f , and α f 0 were sampled from a gamma prior Gamma(1.0, 1.0). Referring to the previous work 20) , we set all the transfer weights w f j to a constant, 0.5. In addition, τ was set to 1.0. The controlling parameter λ was tuned with different values, which is described in Section 5. 3. The CGS system totally ran 1000 iterations for each training or testing task so as to let all the variables in the model fully converge.
2 Qualitative Evaluation
To demonstrate intuitively how Sup-SSC-HDP performed in the experiments, we utilized the t-SNE stochastic neighborhood embedding 12) method to de- pict the 2D embedding of the learned topic frequencies z f by Sup-SSC-HDP and unsupervised Seq-Sym-cHDP, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . In this figure, clustering phenomenon with respect to dots of the same color occurred in both 2D embedding graphs, which demonstrate that some of the videos within the same class were successfully grouped after learning via Sup-SSC-HDP and Seq-Sym-cHDP. Furthermore, Sup-SSC-HDP performed better than Seq-Sym-cHDP in clustering and separating the videos into different classes, which means that the supervised modeling method learns better how to map topics to different classes. However, we also noticed that there a number of videos were not well grouped or were grouped into incorrect clusters. The causes of these failures are explained in the following.
1) The video counts for different classes are imbalanced in this dataset, some of the major classes have more than 100 videos per class, while some of the mi- nor classes have less than 20 videos per class. This imbalance especially affects the learning for videos in the minor class.
2) The ranges of definition for some of the classes overlap. For instance, two classes science and educational exist in our dataset, however, sometimes, scientific video can be regarded as educational video. Such ambiguous cases are problematic for video learning.
3) SIFT-based visual words extracted from local regions are not necessarily appropriate to represent some classes. Other kinds of features including the one automatically trained by deep neural networks, such as convolutional neural networks 7) , are sometimes more appropriate than SIFT. This might also be the case with the speech modality.
3 Quantitative Evaluation
Here, we focus on evaluating the performance of multi-class video classification with topic models. To comprehensively assess our model, the comparisons were made of: (1) supervised and unsupervised methods, (2) symmetric correspondence and other multimodal modeling methods, and (3) sequential and nonsequential methods. Note that the unsupervised topic model cannot directly classify videos, so we needed to input its learned topic frequencies into an extra classifier (such as SVM * ) to conduct the classification. In addition, we used a five-fold cross-validation scheme in the experiments. The hyperparameter λ in Sup-SSC-HDP is a controlling parameter that influences the generation of pivot flags. Here, we were interested in examining the performance of classification on Sup-SSC-HDP while varying λ. The results for Sup-SSC-HDP and an unsupervised version of Sup-SSC-HDP (i.e., Seq-Sym-cHDP) with λ manually set at {0.1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} in Fig. 7 , and find that * In our experiments, we used 'LIBSVM' that is available at https://github.com/cjlin1/libsvm with the default setting. the models performed the best when λ = 1. In addition, Sup-SSC-HDP outperformed Seq-Sym-cHDP in each experiment of selecting λ. Fig. 8 shows a comprehensive comparison of Sup-SSC-HDP and the baseline models, where Sym-cHDP is a non-sequential version of Seq-Sym-cHDP (i.e., w f j = 0), and Seq-CI-HDP is a non-correspondence * * version of Seq-cHDP or Seq-Sym-cHDP. Seq-cHDP had two forms, one setting speech data as the pivot data type, the other setting visual data as the pivot data type.
We can see that supervised method outperformed the unsupervised one in terms of classification accuracy for each HDP-based model, which demonstrates that learning the topics in such a supervised manner (relating topics to observed classes in training) improves the accuracy of classifying videos. Compared with other supervised baseline models, Sup-SSC-HDP achieved the best performance with the accuracy of 0.396 ± 0.013. We thus infer that the time-dependency mechanism (in contrast to Sym-cHDP) and the symmetric correspondence mechanism (in contrast to Seq-cHDP and Seq-CI-HDP) incorporated in Sup-SSC-HDP contribute to a more precise video classification, as they can offer the best suitable modeling solution for video data. We list four video classification examples (three successes and one failure) in Table 3 . Here, Sup-SSC-HDP predicted the correct classes for videos expressing classrelated visual and speech content, and the learned topic frequencies behaved discriminatively as well. But, the videos were sometimes hard to classify when their content was vague. The failure in Table 3 , i.e., the video titled "How Data Can Improve Health Care", belongs to the class of technology, whereas its speech words include lots of health-related words, this made Sup-SSC-HDP * * Seq-CI-HDP assumes that all data types are conditionally independent when generating their data samples. 
Conclusions
This paper presented a supervised sequential symmetric correspondence HDP (Sup-SSC-HDP) model for multi-class video classification, where a generalized linear model (GLM) was used to model the relationship between empirical topic frequencies over multimodal video data and video class. We inferred Sup-SSC-HDP with a posterior representation sampler, and implemented it by using a cascaded Gibbs sampling method. We conducted comprehensive experiments demonstrating that our method outperformed a number of baseline methods. Future work will focus on incorporating a more effective supervised learning approach such as maximum entropy discrimination 23) to further improve the classification accuracy. Another line of the future work is to incorporate more flexible time-dependency mechanism in our proposed sequential nonparametric topic models. For instance, hidden Markov models (HMMs) may increase the modeling accuracy by capturing complex transitions over time.
